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SCREEN PRINTING
PRESS PALLETS

Anatol Equipment Manufacturing Co.
919 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, IL 60044
1.847.367.9760   sales@anatol.com

Anatol offers a wide variety of screen printing pallets in 
various types and sizes to accommodate all your 
printing needs.
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STANDARD FEATURES

Anatol Equipment Manufacturing Co.
919 Sherwood Drive, Lake Bluff, IL 60044
1.847.367.9760   sales@anatol.com

SCREEN PRINTING
PRESS PALLETS

Hold-Down Pallet
16”x 22” print area

No need to readjust the press - remove the standard pallet and 
mount the hold-down pallet and continue printing.

This pallet is intended for printing on products with a slippery lining.
It smooths out creases and keeps the surface flat and taut for easy, 
consistent printing

The pallet automatically holds down the product during printing
without the need for adhesive, speeding up production.

The pallet is designed in such a way that it cannot be opened during
printing,  keeping both the operators and the printed products safe.

Easy opening - just a slight lift of the pallet lid is required and the pallet
opens fully and independently and fixes itself in the open position.

Force required for opening and closing can be adjusted as desired.

The pallet is compatible with Anatol manual and automatic presses.

Face Mask Pallet
This pallet is designed for printing on special surfaces that require
additional fixation through a hold-down mechanism, like face masks.

The size and shape of the pallet can be specially made to the
customer’s specifications, with a maximum print area of 7” x 5”.

This pallet is intended for printing on products with a slippery lining. It
smooths out creases and keeps the surface flat and taut for easy,
consistent printing.

You can print on one or two products at the same time with this pallet.

The pallet automatically holds down the product during printing
without the need for adhesive, speeding up production. 

The pallet is designed in such a way that it cannot be opened during
printing, keeping both the operators and the printed products safe.

Easy opening - just a slight lift of the pallet lid is required and the pallet
opens fully and independently and fixes itself in the open position.

Force required for opening and closing can be adjusted as desired.

For a secure hold-down, rubber plates are placed around the perimeter
of the pallet that securely fix and hold the product during printing.

The pallet is compatible with Anatol manual and automatic presses.

Umbrella Pallet
This pallet is designed for printing on umbrellas. The pallet holds the 
umbrella securely in place and keeps the surface flat and taut for easy,
consistent printing.

For a secure hold-down, rubber plates are placed around the perimeter 
of the pallet that securely fix and hold the product during printing.

No need to readjust the press – remove the standard pallet and mount 
the hold-down pallet and continue printing.

The cover closes automatically and secures the umbrella panel to the 
rubber surface of the pallet. The pressure level can be adjusted by the 
operator.

The pallet is compatible with Anatol manual and automatic presses.
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STANDARD FEATURES

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the promotional information included in this brochre. Specifications 
are subject to change. Anatol Equipment Manufacturing Co. and its subsidiaries, if any, expressly disclaim any liability for
damages, consequential or incidental, resulting from the purchase, transportation, installation, or use of any products based
upon information contained within this brochure. Any rights or remedies are limited solely to those provided in writing by
Anatol Equipment Manufacturing Co. at the time of sale.

SCREEN PRINTING
PRESS PALLETS

Hold-Down Pallet compatible with PRODIGY
8” x 8” or 10” x 12” print area

No need to readjust the press – remove the standard pallet and mount
the hold-down pallet and continue printing.

This pallet is intended for printing on products with a slippery lining. It
smooths out creases and keeps the surface flat and taut for easy,
consistent printing.

The pallet automatically holds down the product during printing 
without the need for adhesive, speeding up production.

The pallet is designed in such a way that it cannot be opened during
printing, keeping both the operators and the printed products safe.

Easy opening - just a slight lift of the pallet lid is required and the pallet
opens fully and independently and fixes itself in the open position.

Force required for opening and closing can be adjusted as desired. 

The pallet is compatible with Anatol Prodigy small format automatic
presses.

Face Mask Pallet compatible with PRODIGY
This pallet is designed for printing on special surfaces that require
additional fixation through a hold-down mechanism, like face masks.

The size and shape of the pallet can be specially made to the
customer’s specifications, with a maximum print area of 10” x 6”.

This pallet is intended for printing on products with a slippery lining. It
smooths out creases and keeps the surface flat and taut for easy,
consistent printing.

The pallet automatically holds down the product during printing
without the need for adhesive, speeding up production.

The pallet is designed in such a way that it cannot be opened during
printing, keeping both the operators and the printed products safe.

Easy opening - just a slight lift of the pallet lid is required and the pallet
opens fully and independently and fixes itself in the open position.

Force required for opening and closing can be adjusted as desired. 

The pallet is compatible with Anatol Prodigy small format automatic 
presses.

Double Sleeve Pallet
These pallets are designed for printing on sleeves and pant legs.

You can print on both sleeves or pant legs at the same time.

The pallets are designed for maximum strength and rigidity, ensuring
consistent printing along the entire length of the sleeve or pant leg.

No need to readjust the press – remove the standard pallet and mount
the sleeve pallet and continue printing.

The pallets are compatible with Anatol manual and automatic presses.


